Donations and gifts to the Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District help protect open space, preserve wildlife and natural habitats, enhance the positive experience of visitors to Midpen’s public open space lands, and aid in our efforts to create an open space legacy for future generations. Thank you to the donors below for their donations and gifts received in 2018. Our sincere thanks for their thoughtful contributions.

**Gifts in Memory of:**
- Paul Camenzind
- Rene Kunz
- David C. Daniels
- Michael Blanchette
- Bill Egan
- Mary Egan
- David Thomas
- Walt Font
- Patricia E. Dvorak
- Enrique Klein
- Lado and Ellie Muhlstein
- Ed Krick
- Mary Stradner
- Claire Elizabeth Lemanski
- Kristin H. Parker
- Nancy Lynn
- Marlene Winograd
- Jerry J. Markovich
- Laura Murphy
- Sarah Model
- Fred and Peggy Heiman
- John Robson
- Stephen D. Harrison
- Howard F. Schopman
- Claudia Newbold
- Zina Segre
- Lisa J. Fuchs
- Mike Sullivan
- Wilma Wool

**Gifts in Honor of:**
- Lorrie Fitch
- Michael Fitch
- Connor Fullerton
- Linda A. Eide
- Herb and Norma Grench
- Jerry and Mae R. Tinklenberg
- Chris MacIntosh
- Darren Magda
- Ritzy Preston Boyd
- and Scott Reynolds
- Tamara Preston Boyd
- Padma Satish
- Anita Satish
- Sabah Khan and
- Mohamed Sow
- Allison G. Davis
- District staff
- Claudia Newbold
- John Thacker
- Sara J. Goerke
- Steve Tillim
- Kristin Tillim
- Midpen Rangers
- and Volunteers
- Alvin and Marsha Begun
- Nancy Lynn
- Marlene Winograd
- Jerry J. Markovich
- Laura Murphy
- Sarah Model
- Fred and Peggy Heiman
- John Robson
- Stephen D. Harrison
- Howard F. Schopman
- Claudia Newbold
- Zina Segre
- Lisa J. Fuchs
- Mike Sullivan
- Wilma Wool

**Private and Business Donations:**
- Peter Adriaenssens
- David M. Arken
- Steve Bailey
- Julie W. Barney
- Catherine and Cyrus Behroozi
- Dean Bernheim
- Laurie K. Blazina
- Monica Bobra
- Thomas Bogart
- Marcy Broadwell
- Gregory F. Buchanan
- David Buck
- Henry Bugatto
- Grant S. and Jean G. Bushee
- Lucy B. Cesar
- Lee and Amy Christel
- William Christensen
- Mary Corcoran
- Lloyd and Eleanor Dickman
- Catherine Dolton
- Carlyn Ellms
- Julie and Lars Eng
- Eric Evitt
- Facebook Festivals
- Susan Fan
- Judith A. Fox
- Linda E. Fung
- Paul Fuoss
- Drumil and Renu Gandhi
- Joyce Gawino
- Robert E. Goldberg
- Carole and Paul L. Goldstein
- Kevin L. Gong
- Half Moon Bay Coastside Tours
- Jonathan Hall
- Patrick Heryford
- Cindy and Gary Hickey
- Joan and John R. Hodnett
- Fred and Ruth Horiuchi
- T. R. Horn
- ChihWei Hu
- Ralph E. Hurd
- Diane J. Jacobson
- Derry and Charlene Kabcenell
- Peter and Beth Karpas
- Diane Kauffman
- Younghee W. Kim
- Adrien Lanusse
- Edgar Lau
- Victor Lebacqz
- Meredith Leonard
- Roy Levin and Jon Thomson
- Deborah Li
- Yiping Liao
- Siegfried and Eike Linkwitz
- Alexander C. Lucas
- Kari Lung
- Michio Maeda
- Perry McCarty
- Tonya McCQuade
- Anna M. Montavon
- Philip F. Nelson
- Peggy F. Nute
- Michele F. and Scott W. Parcel
- John Parissenti and Linda Chin
- Paypal, Inc. and HP, Inc.
- Kyle J. Peterson
- Thomas Peterson
- Helve Pfeil
- Nancy Plumb
- Lubor Ptacek
- Iyad Qumei
- April Ramos
- Lauren Roan
- Anthony M. Robertson
- Robert Rollin and
- Sharon Wienhoff
- Tim Randithaler
- Theodore Ryan
- John Scheibe
- Larry R. Seiders
- John B. Sheehan
- Silicon Valley
- Community Foundation
- Robert Simmons
- David E. Simon and
- Lynn Gordon
- Linda Stevenin
- Eric Stone
- The Sequoias-Portola Valley
- Resident Association
- Michael J. Gruben Trejo
- Steven C. Vernon
- Marilyn Voelke
- United Way of the Bay Area
- Weiping Wang
- Kim Wisckol
- Kathleen M. Zaretsky
- Peng Zhang

Midpen gratefully accepts gifts of time, money, land, and in-kind services. Donations can be made through Midpen’s website: openspace.org. Donations to the Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District are tax deductible under IRS Code Section 170(c)(1). If you have any questions about the deductibility of your donation, please contact your tax advisor.

Midpen strives to inclusively list all donations received, but will not be liable for any errors in attribution other than to make reasonable efforts to correct such errors.